Please tell us more about what spaces or places should be **Preserved, Enhanced** or **Transformed** in Eisenhower West?

**PRESENSE**

What do you love “as is”? For example, a building, a space, a park, a particular street. Tell us what should stay the same?

- **Preserve**
  - [Handwritten text: you have little to no choice but to preserve since all the property being assessed for change belongs to private citizens.]
  - [Handwritten text: Ben Hurnman Park – interesting, mix of use.]

**ENHANCE**

What needs a little help? For example, a storefront, a crosswalk, open space or program where some change would make a big difference. Tell us what should be enhanced?

- **Enhance**
  - Give Metro access from Vine St.
  - Connect Duke and Eisenhower (Connector)
  - Pedestrian/Bike across Backlick creek and railroad
  - Summers Cove – nice for people who live there, kids street because it is so walkable.
  - Pull Backlick out of concrete & naturalize!

**TRANSFORM**

Where do you want to see a major change? For example, a street, a vacant lot, or underutilized space. Tell us what needs to be transformed?

- **Transform**
  - Put a new school and park on S. Pickett in Subarea 1 to ease overcrowding in School Area surrounding Metro Station.